WORKSHEET FOR UNDERGRADUATE MINORS IN PSYCHOLOGY

These guidelines apply to all psychology minors.

- USU Psychology courses used for a minor must have a GPA of 3.00 or higher. All Psychology courses, USU and transfer, used for the minor must have a GPA of 3.00 or higher.

- No Psychology courses numbered 3000 or above may be taken until a student has completed Psy 1010, 1100, 1400/1410, with a GPA of 3.00 or higher or has completed at least 45 semester credits with a 3.00 GPA.

- No Psychology courses numbered 4000 or higher may be taken until a student has completed at least 60 semester credits with a GPA of 3.00 or higher.

- Students must receive a grade of C- or higher in all Psychology courses (USU and transfer) in order to have them counted toward graduation.

Note. Most Psychology courses list Psy 1010 as a prerequisite. Many of these Psychology courses also have additional prerequisites as listed in the USU General Catalog.

PSYCHOLOGY MINOR as found in the USU General Catalog
minimum 18 semester credits

The following courses are required:

Psy 1010 General Psychology .................................................... (3 crs)
Psy 1100 Lifespan Development ................................ ............... (3 crs)
Psy 1400 Analysis of Behavior: Basic Principles ....................... (3 crs)
Psy 1410 Analysis of Behavior: Basic Principles Lab .................. (1 cr)

Plus Choose at least 8 additional credits from Required or Core Domain courses listed below for the Psychology Major to total 18 psychology semester credits:

Psy 3010 Psychological Statistics ............................................. (4 crs)
Psy 3210 Abnormal Psychology ................................................ (3 crs)
Psy 3400 Analysis of Behavior: Advanced ...................... .......... (4 crs)
Psy 3460 Neuroscience I ....................................................... (3 crs)
Psy 3460 Neuroscience II ...................................................... (3 crs)
Psy 3500 Scientific Thinking and Methods in Psychology ....... .... (3 crs)
Psy 3510 Social Psychology .................................................... (3 crs)
Psy 4210 Personality Theory ................................................... (3 crs)
Psy 4230 Psychology of Gender ............................................. (3 crs)
Psy 4240 Multicultural Psychology ......................................... (3 crs)
Psy 4420/4430 Cognitive Psychology/Lab ......................... ....... (3/1 crs)
Psy 5330 Principles of Psy Measurement and Test Theory ...... (3 crs)

Total ................................................................. 18 crs.

Effective Fall 2016 –
**PSYCHOLOGY TEACHING MINOR as found in the USU General Catalog**

**minimum 18 semester credits**

The following courses are required:

- Psy 1010 General Psychology ............................................................ (3 crs)
- Psy 1100 Lifespan Development .......................................................... (3 crs)
- Psy 1400 Analysis of Behavior: Basic Principles .................................... (3 crs)
- Psy 1410 Analysis of Behavior: Basic Principles Lab ............................. (1 cr)
- Psy 2100 Human Development: Adolescence........................................ (3 crs)
- Teal 3660 Educational Psychology for Teachers..................................... (2 crs)

Plus Choose at least 3 additional credits from Required or Core Domain courses for the Psychology Major to total 18 psychology semester credits. Students must also take the Secondary Educational Professional Ed Component, 35 crs.

Plus Complete Secondary Teacher Education Program Levels

If choosing Psychology Teaching Minor Methods and Clinicals at level 1: SCED 3500 & SCED 3300
If choosing Psychology Teaching Minor Methods and Clinicals at level 2: SCED 3500 & SCED 4300

---

**BEHAVIORAL HEALTH MINOR as found in the USU General Catalog**

**minimum 19 semester credits**

The following courses are required:

- Psy 1010 General Psychology ............................................................ (3 crs)
- Psy 1100 Lifespan Development .......................................................... (3 crs)
- Psy 1400 Analysis of Behavior: Basic Principles .................................... (3 crs)
- Psy 1410 Analysis of Behavior: Basic Principles Lab ............................. (1 cr)
- Psy 3110 Health Psychology................................................................. (3 crs)
- Psy 3500 Scientific Thinking and Methods .......................................... (3 crs)
- Psy 3510 Social Psychology................................................................. (3 crs)

Increasingly there is a demand for students entering a variety of professions to have a background in social and behavioral principles and how these impact a variety of human outcomes, including health and wellbeing. This minor will allow students to have a focus in behavioral health which may be advantageous for them as they apply for professional and graduate schools in areas outside of Psychology be with a social/behavioral component.

Effective Fall 2016 –